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Lieutenant Governor returns
4By Christopher Farnes
senior writer

The first of many visits this
school year by government officials to Utah State began Tuesday
with Lt. Gov. Spencer Cox. Cox
spoke to students and visitors
in a two-part speech, firstly to
political science majors in the
careers in government class and
then in an open session to all
interested in attending.
Neil Abercrombie, the professor of the careers in government
class and director of the institute
of government and politics at
USU, was in charge of the event.
He introduced Cox as the “coolest politician in Utah,” to which
Cox responded, “It’s a really low
bar.” Cox had an hour of candid
discussion with the audience,
which was more than 50 people,
who were interested in learning
more about Utah politics.
This was the second time this
year Cox has visited Utah State,
which happens to be his alma
mater.
“The first hour was just for
the students that are enrolled in
the class for a more one and one
conversation with them,” said
Jashon Bishop, who works in
the government relations office
for Abercrombie. “They can ask
questions about how they got
into their career and give advice
individually to the students. The
next hour anyone can listen in
the forum format that we had
today.”
Cox visited during the 2014
spring semester to speak about
the role of social media in politics. This time Cox had no set
agenda for his visit and instead
took questions from the audience. The topics ranged from
the transfer of public lands to
Governor Herbert’s Healthy
Utah Plan.
“I thought the discussion
today was great, the students

asked a lot of good questions,”
Bishop said. “The lieutenant
governor was candid, funny, had
a lot of good information and
was really articulate. He was able
to explain things that can be a
bit confusing and made it understandable for everyone.”
The audience was able to get a
good view of the state of politics
in Utah from Cox’s speech and
an insight into Cox’s unique take
on politics. 			
He spoke about his philosophy
that the reason we are in the
bad political state we are in is

Spencer Cox

Lieutenant Governor

“

We need more
of you, we need
younger people
to get involved,
you are the lost
generation.

”

because of the egos and pride of
politicians.
“For example, when I get elected I am no longer Bob, I am
Congressman Bob,” Cox said. “I
am so important and if I’m not
here then the whole thing is just
going to fall apart. Since I am
such an important and good person it doesn’t matter how I get
to this position. I need to assure
that I am always Congressman
Bob because I can’t go back to
my family and my old job, I am
too important. All they care
about is the next election.”
Part of the discussion was
Cox’s response to the question of
how to defend moral values as a
politician.

“At the end of the day I just
believe we need people who don’t
care about getting re-elected,”
Cox said. “It’s awesome because
you can just go out and do and
vote and say what you think and
if the people don’t like you, then
you’re out of there.”
Cox ended the discussion by
calling out to the audience to
get more involved in politics
and spoke of the need for more
young people to get involved.
“We need more of you, we
need younger people to get
involved, you are the lost generation,” Cox said. “The average
wage for 20-30 year olds is 20
percent less than it was in 2000.
Your generation hasn’t recovered
from the recession and I firmly
believe that is because your generation is not being heard, so get
involved.”
The event was one of
many that will be held by the
Institute of Government and
Politics in the coming months.
Abercrombie and his staff are
working to bring in a variety
of different government officials
throughout the school year.
“We try to have a pretty good
array of state, local, national people to come here to the
university,” Bishop said. “This
is the first one that we’ve had
this semester, but I hope that
as much if not more people will
show up for each of them this
year.”
The next political speaker
set to attend Utah State will be
Judge Robert J. Shelby, who is
well-known for his decision to
legalize gay marriage in Utah
and is also a graduate from
USU. The event is scheduled to
take place two weeks from now,
though no dates or times have
been announced.
— christopherfarnes@
aggiemail.usu.edu
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LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR SPENCER COX conversed and took questions from students at
the ESLC on Tuesday. It was the second time that Lt. Gov. Cox has spoken on Utah State University’s
campus this calendar year.

USU engineers serve across borders

4By Christopher Campbell
senior writer

Volunteers for Utah State
University’s chapter of Engineers
Without Borders, or EWB, had a
more successful trip to Mexico
than they expected. The volunteers worked in a community
just outside Irapuato called La
Salitrera hoping to make three
water filters for the people living
there and they ended up building six.
Ryan DuPont, a professor of
civil and environmental engineering at USU who was the faculty advisor for the trip, said the
success was partly because of the
funding efforts. He said because
of the low costs in Mexico, they
were able to purchase supplies
for six filters with money raised
by a small school in Millville,
Utah. He said another reason had to do with the NonGovernmental Organization,
or NGO, they collaborated with
called CHOICE Humanitarian.
“We had all the materials for
six and we ended up getting a
huge amount of help from one
of the NGO personnel,” DuPont
said. “And we were just able to
get it done with the community’s
help and with his help with all
the supplies we brought.”
Anellise Reynolds, a junior
majoring in civil engineering

Photo courtesy of EWB
THE ENGINEERS WITHOUT BORDERS TEAM: Top row: Goyo, Chase Spencer, Pablo
Mendez, Tyler Butikofer, Richard Jex (Professional Engineer) Bottom row: Alejandro Martinez, Jenica
Hillyard, Anellise Reynolds, Dr. Ryan DuPont (faculty advisor), Andrew Lew

and the team leader for the
group who went to Mexico, said
the concrete filters use a combination of sand and gravel to
filter the water, which comes out
cleaner through a tube. On top
of the sand, there is a biolayer

that forms within a couple weeks
filled with microorganisms that
eat the harmful bacteria present
in the water as it passes through.
Reynolds said it is a slow filtration system that requires people
to manually pour three to four

buckets of water on top of the
filter.
“You want a slower filtration
that filters better and more,”
Reynolds said. “If you hooked
it up to a river system or something like that it wouldn’t be

as efficient because it’s better
slower.”
DuPont said even though the
biolayer was eating the harmful microorganisms, there was
another component in the water
that threatened the health of the
people living in the community.
There is a deep underground
well with a new supply of water,
which they found to have fairly
high levels of arsenic.
“Our purpose in making these
filters is to help them produce a
water that’s low in arsenic so
that they’re not being exposed
to this new threat,” DuPont said.
“The kids we’re worried about
because over a lifetime even low
exposures can be pretty dangerous and they’ve never had that
exposure before they put the
wells in.”
DuPont said to filter out the
arsenic, they put about one
pound of nails at the bottom of
a bucket, which had holes in it.
The bucket was then placed on
top of the filter and water was
poured into it.
Reynolds said the eventual
rust from the nails reacts with
the arsenic, ultimately reducing
it. The nails only need to be
replaced every six months.
DuPont said the filters are
low maintenance. When there
is a clog, the people in the community fix it by scraping the

surface of the sand with their
hand, pulling out the sediment
that was released. The sand filter
never runs out.
“They’re pretty cost free for
maintenance and operation,”
DuPont said. “Basically, they are
going to last as long as the concrete lasts. That’s 20 or 30 years
typically.”
DuPont said this is not the
first year USU’s chapter of EWB
served this particular community. When they started, they committed to go back once a year for
at least five years. He said the
reason for this is to make sure
what they are building serves
the community. An example he
gave of what they did not want
to do was a soda company that
put water wells in areas that had
nothing to do with the convenience of people living there.
Nobody uses these wells because
they are difficult to use.
“That’s what they’re trying to
avoid with EWB,” DuPont said.
“We’re putting in stuff that the
people want, where they want
it.”
Pablo Méndez, a sophomore
majoring in mechanical engineering who was on the trip with
EWB, said the experience was
tiring because it was seven days
of nonstop work, but it was defi

jSee MEXICO, Page 2
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New art exhibits on display

Chlorine gas in Syria
Inspectors have found “with a high level of confidence” that chlorine gas was used in attacks in
northern Syria this year.
A mission by the Organisation for the Prohibition
of Chemical Weapons found the toxic chemical was
used repeatedly, according to a statement made
Wednesday. The task force has not yet determined
who is responsible for the use of chemical weapons.
It is investigating claims the Syrian regime used the
gas in the villages of Al Tamanah, Talmanes and
Kafr Zita.
In May, several of those completing the mission
were kidnapped and released the same day. Syria
has declared that the last of their chemical weapons
were removed from the country in June, the most
dangerous of which were destroyed in the ocean.

Mikayla Kapp photo
THE BLACK MOUNTAIN COLLEGE EXHIBIT is currently on display and put on by the Nora Eccles Harrison Museum of Art.

4By Melanie Fenstermaker
staff writer

The report states the air marshal flew back to
the United States after the incident, feeling normal
throughout the 12-hour flight.

Nora Eccles Harrison Museum
of Art, or NEHMA, celebrated the
opening of two new art exhibits at
a reception Friday night.
The exhibits, “Black Mountain
College” and “Relational Forms,”
will be available for public view
until Feb. 28. The exhibits were put
together by the museum’s director,
Katie Lee Koven, and two interns:
Nick Danielson, museum intern
and masters of fine art ceramics
student, and Windgate Museum
intern Adriane Dalton.
The goal of this exhibit, accord-

Out of caution, the Center for Disease Control
and Prevention conducted an on-scene investigation
when the air marshal’s flight landed in Houston on
Monday.

4By Trevor Coats

U.S. air marshal injected
with unknown substance
A U.S. air marshal was injected with an unknown
substance at the Lagos, Nigeria airport on Sunday,
the FBI reports.

“The victim did not exhibit any signs of illness
during the flight and was transported to a hospital
upon landing for further testing,” the statement said,
adding that “none of the testing conducted has indicated a danger to other passengers.”

Boy born with eight
limbs now healthy
A boy born with four legs and four arms in Uganda
is recovering from a successful surgery to remove the
extra limbs.
Doctors who examined baby Paul Mukisa found
the instance to be parasitic twinning, which is a variant of conjoined twinning in which one of the twins
is not fully developed. The three-hour surgery took
place on August 18, removing the parts of a parasitic
twin. Paul had been born with a full set of arms and
legs and another set from a “headless and heartless”
mirror image twin that never grew.
“The father and mother were very grateful because
at first they thought it was due to witchcraft, and
their baby was a laughing stock because of the abnormalities,” said Dr. Nassir Kakembo, one of the three
surgeons who performed the operation.
The incidence of conjoined twins is one in 50,000
but parasitic twins are very rare.

Obama lays out plan for
combating the Islamic State

ing to Koven, is “to bring more
understanding and more recognition about Black Mountain College,
about its influence in American
History and its influence on craft
design in the United States, even
into the American West.”
Each artist with work on display
in these exhibits was a part of, or
had some affiliation with, Black
Mountain College.
Black Mountain College was an
experimental liberal arts college
open from 1933-1957. The artists
associated with the college have
been influential in many art disciplines; including poetry, weav-

He also announced 475 U.S. military personnel
would be sent to Iraq, but would have no combat
role.

4Compiled

from staff and media
reports

The policy of The Utah Statesman is to correct any
error made as soon as possible. If you find something
you would like clarified or find in error, please contact
the editor at 797-1742, statesman@aggiemail.usu.edu
or come in to TSC 311.

Mountain College exhibit.
There is one other exhibit on display in NEHMA, titled “Enchanted
Modernities:
Mysticism,
Landscape, and the American
West.” This features artists who
portrayed the American West
landscape with inspiration from
theosophical ideas. This exhibit
will be on display until Dec. 10.
NEHMA is open TuesdaySaturday from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.,
one more day per week than last
year.

McCormick speaks Mexico
staff writer

Elizabeth McCormick came
to Utah State University on
Wednesday as a part of USU’s
common hour guest speakers. The
speeches take place every week and
are held in the Taggart Student
Center. McCormick spoke about
her time in the military and the trials she had to overcome to become
a pilot of a Black Hawk in the military. She talked about conquering
everything from sexism throughout training to freezing rain in the
furthermost north reaches of the
U.S. to accomplish her goals and
her missions.
“My dad is in the Air Force and
so it was pretty cool hearing about
someone else’s leadership experience in the military,” said freshman Abby Beaudicocker.
McCormick has been on several
national news institutions including CBS News, “20/20”, Fox News
and more. She is now promoting her 6th book, “The P.I.L.O.T.
Method,” which she had available
half off for students at the event.
She retired from the military with
the Meritorious Service Medal and
the rank of Chief Warrant Officer
two. She has flown a variety of
missions from air assault, to fly-

ing government VIPs, to military
intel gathering.
“I get to choose what makes me
happy and what success means to
me,” McCormick said.
McCormick’s intent was to
inspire students to be better leaders.
“I went to the Aggie Blue
Leadership Conference a few
days before school started and I
learned about this through that,”
Beaudicocker said.
“When you believe in yourself,
others follow,” said McCormick
on leadership.
“I’m just not going to worry
about what people think about
the choices that I make. It’s my life
and I’m going to lead my life the
way that I want to,” Beaudicocker
said.
Throughout the lecture
McCormick made sure students
were actively participating.
“I’m not going to let you sleep
here,” said McCormick. She
stayed true to her promise, filling
the stage with energy.
“Even if [the way I lead my life]
is not the most common, or if it’s
the path less traveled, it’s my life
and I will choose what I want with
it,” Beaudicocker said.
— inertiax21@gmail.com

Nick Carpenter photo

President Barack Obama said in a nationally
televised speech that he will go after the Islamic
State. The Islamic State is a terrorist group that
controls much of Iraq and Syria. When the Syrian
civil war began in 2011 Obama said he would not
get involved with any conflict in Syria.
In the speech Obama laid out his plan which
included air strikes, aid to those fighting the
Islamic State — except for Syrian President Bashar
al-Assad — and aid to those affected by the Islamic
State.

ing, ceramics, painting, architecture, and others. The exhibit
includes the art of figures such as
Josef Albers, Ruth Asawa, and R.
Buckminster Fuller.
The second exhibit, “Relational
Forms,” displays the work of Anna
Campbell Bliss and her husband,
Robert Bliss. Anna Campbell Bliss
used elements from math, exploration of color and form, and other
processes to create her art. Some of
her works are computer-generated.
Koven said Anna Campbell
Bliss’ use of “traditional and nontraditional” processes of making
art connects well with the Black

From Page 1

nitely worth doing.
He said knowing it
will be helpful to the
people made him
feel good about it.
“You feel tired in a
good way,” Méndez
said.
There are two
different teams in
USU’s chapter of
EWB; one goes to
Mexico and one
goes to Peru.
Sarah McPhie,
a junior majoring
in biological engineering who is the
Peru team leader,
said over Spring
Break they will go
build alpaca shelters. She said this is
the first year they
will be doing this.
Previously, they did
Photo courtesy of EWL
a water distribution
project and offered THE WATER PURIFICATION
to help with water SYSTEM that the Engineers without
sanitation.
boarders made will last for 20 to 30 years.
“They approached
the community and
have engineering to understand
asked them, ‘Would you like us
to help you with your water?’” what’s going on,” Reynolds said.
Reynolds said for the filters,
McPhie said. “And they came
she
did not have any previous
back and they were like, ‘Well
actually, we’d really like you experience mixing concrete,
to help us with our alpaca which is a big part of what they
did.
instead.’”
Reynolds said EWB is not
limited to engineers. Non— topherwriter@gmail.com
engineers can join as well.
Twitter: @ChrisCampbell02
“You don’t necessarily have to

Police Blotter
Friday, Aug. 29
• A two year old boy was found wandering
around without supervision on the west side
of Aggie Village. Police responded and the
parents were located.
• USU Police responded to an elevator alarm
at Mountain View Tower. Upon arrival police discovered that there were four
individuals trapped on the elevator. Police
were able to free the trapped individuals.
Nothing further.
• USU Police investigated an assault that
occurred at the 80’s night dance in the TSC.
The suspect, a 19 year old male, was found to
be heavily intoxicated and was subsequently
arrested for Assault, Intoxication and MIP
Alcohol. He was booked into the jail after
being treated at Logan Regional Hospital for
alcohol poisoning. The victim of the assault
was removing the suspect from the event
after witnessing him attempt to kiss a girl
against her will. As the victim was escorting
the suspect out of the dance he was hit in the
face by the suspect.

— melmo12@gmail.com
Twitter: @mcfenstermaker

Contact USU Police at 797-1939
for non-emergencies.
Anonymous reporting line: 797-5000
EMERGENCY NUMBER: 911

Saturday, Aug. 30
• USU Police contacted an individual who
was intoxicated on Darwin Avenue. The
individual in question is 20 years of age. He
was cited for MIP Alcohol, given a ride home
and released. No further action taken.
Sunday, Aug. 31
• An individual was reported as a suspicious
person in the Big Blue Terrace. After a short
investigation officers contacted the individual and determined that the individual was
not suspicious.

report of a female having a seizure. When
Police arrived the subject was conscious and
acting normally. Logan Fire Emergency
Medical personnel also responded and
checked this person out. She was released to
return to her residence and was driven there
by the assisting Police Officer.
Wednesday, Sep. 3
• USU Police responded to the Premium
blue lost in four minutes for a report of the
occupants of a vehicle shining a lazer light at
people. The vehicle was located and stopped
and the subjects were warned about the
activity.

• USU Police observed a male individual
walking along the roadway who appeared to
be intoxicated. The male was contacted and
found to be under the age of 21. The male
was arrested and transported to the Cache
County Jail.

•A brown and white dog was found wandering the grounds in Aggie Village. A resident
recognized the dog to belong to another
resident. Officers contacted the owner and
the dog was returned.

Tuesday, Sep. 2
• USU Police responded to Old Main on a

4Compiled by
Jeffrey Dahdah
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Brent Carpenter brightens Logan An app for
editor-in-chief

USU students and Logan
residents have become familiar with the sight of an
older gentleman wearing
a backpack decorated with
keychains and stuffed animals, who rides a bicycle and
smiles and waves to everyone
- in sight.
d Brent Carpenter is a long, time Cache Valley resident.
n He worked for USU’s Dining
o Services for 30 years before
t retiring in 2009. Alan Andersen, the executive director for
Dining Services, said though
Carpenter is technically re- tired, he still volunteers in
the Junction.
t “His parents called and
said he wasn’t eating very
well,” Andersen said. “So
m we worked out arrangements through HR where
he basically is on a volunteer basis but we feed
him.”
Andersen said Lindsey
Wiltshire, the customer
service manager for the
Junction, is one of the people on campus who knows
Carpenter the best. Wiltshire is on maternity leave,
but through email correspondence confirmed she
has known of Carpenter
her whole life.
“Growing up in Cache
Valley, everyone knows
of him. But I have known
him on campus since
2004,” she wrote. “He is
the friendliest person I
know. He always has treats
and gifts to hand out to all
his friends.”
Wiltshire wrote that
students can learn from
Carpenter’s example of
service. She feels he has
played big a role in local
history, not only through
working on campus since
the ’70s, but also by carrying the Olympic torch
through Cache Valley in

L

N
t
.

d

the activist
in all of us

4By Mariah Noble

Jeffrey Dahdah photo
LOGAN RESIDENT BRETT CARPENTER WAVES while picking up some local newspapers to deliver around
campus. Carpenter can often be seen on his bike, ringing his bell while smiling and waving at those he passes.

2000, she wrote.
Carpenter visits USU’s
campus nearly every day. In
addition to treats and gifts,
he hands out the local newspapers to various offices.

“He is a great promoter
of how caring the people in
Logan are, and he’s a great
supporter of USU athletics,”
Wiltshire wrote. “He always
asks if I will be attending

Road to registration

,
s
,
y

the games and always knows
when we win a game.”
She also wrote that he
rides his bike from Hyrum
to Preston “with a smile on
his face and honking all the

way.”
Because of Carpenter’s
presence in the community,
the Cache Employment and

jSee BRENT, Page 4

Like most of you, I care about the
nation in general but usually lack time
or sometimes effort to become more
involved. Being a student keeps you
busy, not to mention jobs, family obligations, etc.
This beRiley
ing said,
Thompson
many of
us don’t
find the
What’s
time to
app
research
bills and
with
write to
that?
our congress8.5/10
men. The
g o o d
stars
news is
a
new,
innovative app
called Countable makes the process
easy, quick and doable at the touch of
a button.
Described on its website as “direct
democracy”, Countable is truly a force
to be reckoned with, as I feel they will
become a larger part of the political
process. The way the application works
is simple. You enter where you live and
are assigned to the appropriate politician, then you are free to browse bills
the House or the Senate are voting on.
At this point it is only on a federal level
but the company is hoping to spread
out to a state level.
The bills are organized by topic so
if you have an area you’re passionate
about, it is easy to browse. Once you
click on the bill, you gain access to a
variety of information such as the history of the bill, whether it’s been voted
on, a brief summary and arguments for
and against the bill. You then are able
to cast a vote for or against the bill. This
allows the app to gain data on public
opinion and other valuable data based
on your demographics. You then have
the option to send an email to the appropriate congressperson. The email
is standardized to your position on the
topic, but can be completely persona

jSee APP, Page 4

Ice bucket challenge fades from radar

Social media still used to promote different charity campaigns
4By Sadie Herrera
senior writer

m
2

Annie Hall photo
JUNIOR RACHEL ALFARO VISITS the voter registration booth
provided by the Government Relations Council during Wednesday’s
Common Hour. The services allowed 129 students to register to vote.

Though the ALS Ice Bucket Challenge is coming to
an end as a popular social
media trend and tool of
charitable awareness, new
charities are popping up
with new ways of building
awareness for other diseases and issues.
The ALS Ice Bucket Challenge was created in support of fighting and ending
Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis, a disease that affects
the parts of the nervous
system that control voluntary muscle movement, according to MDA.org.
“It definitely spread
through the social media,”
said Hunter Nalley, an undeclared freshman, about
the challenge. He said it
also created a platform future campaigns, getting the
word out and raising money.
This year alone, approximately $111.6 million was
raised at time of printing
for the disease, which is
three times more than what
was raised last year for ALS
according to ALSA.org.
“I thought that it really did create a lot of
awareness,” said Ephraim
Vaughn, a freshman in elementary education. “I
mean, you could go on You-

Photo illustration Nick Carpenter

THE ALS ICE BUCKET CHALLENGE took social media by storm and helped raise
awareness and millions of dollars for ALS research.

Tube and see videos upon
videos of celebrities doing
the challenge. It kind of
challenged people to keep
everybody aware. Even my
parents discussed it every

few days, or my friends
would,” she said.
Vaughn said these types
of campaigns in the media
force people to pay attention to these diseases and

problems, by keeping it
interesting with different
challenges and projects to
keep the subject on their

jSee BUCKET, Page 4
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Jazz concert features USU professor
4Features staff report
Logan’s local music venue,
Why Sound, will host the first
installment in a concert series
featuring nationally-recognized
jazz guitarist and Utah State music professor Corey Christiansen
Thursday night.
Robert Linton, booking manager at Why Sound, said the Corey Christiansen Organ Trio will
appeal to diverse audiences.
“We are trying to not only be a
thing for students of music to enjoy but also to reach out to others
in the community,” Linton said.
Organ trios were popular
configurations for jazz music in
the 50s and 60s and have made
a comeback in many jazz clubs
today, Christiansen said. Despite the comeback, only a few
of these trios currently exist in
Utah, he said.
Christiansen has played in
multiple trios all over the world.
For the past three months, he
organized Thursday’s trio which
will feature jazz musicians Ryan
Conger on the organ and Jay
Lawrence on the drums. Christiansen said he and Conger are
longtime friends; both are Utah
State University alumni. Linton described Lawrence as a
“tremendous musician on the
drums.” Christiansen agreed.
“He is the best drummer in
state, if not multiplae states,” he
said.
A mix of Christiansen’s original music with jazz standards
can be heard in the show, including some of Christiansen’s own
CD releases.
“It’s like a blend of funk and
jazz music,” Christiansen said,
adding that the organs lend to
the soul jazz genre.
Linton said the night will be
“an evening of smooth jazz in a
comfortable environment.” He
said the small venue setting is an

Thursday, Sept. 11, 2014

Brent

“What he brings to the university and people as a whole is
that he’s always happy,” AnderFrom Page 3
sen said. “No matter what, you
see Brent, and it brightens your
Training Center sponsors an
day because he’s happy. He has
annual event called Bike with
Brent. The center’s executive a perspective on life that not
director Kae Lynn Beecher said very many people have.”
There have been instances
Carpenter is someone who inof intolerspires those
ance toward
who know
Alan Andersen Carpenter.
him.
Dining Services
In 1995, he
“He has
was beaten
a disabiliin a parking
ty,” Beecher
lot by somesaid. “He’s
one who
someone
mistook
who has
never let his
the modisability
tives bestop him.
hind his
He’s an infriendliness.
dependent
H o w e v e r,
soul.”
Beecher said
She said
just because
this year
Carpenter
there were
may look or
more than
act differ800 people
ently doesn’t
who came
mean he deto
supserves disreport him
spect.
at the Bike
“He is a
with Brent
kind
man,
event. She said she’s amazed at
who
wants
the
same
things
in
what he’s been able to accomlife as everyone else – friends,
plish.
“He shows you if you don’t food, clothes, to be accepted,”
let things that you think are a Beecher said. “We need to look
problem bother you, you can at the example that he’s set in
just achieve all sorts of things,” what can be accomplished in
life. Mirror that example and
Beecher said.
Andersen said he is also be successful as well.”
impressed by Carpenter’s attitude.
— m.noble@aggiemail.usu.edu

what,
“ Noyoumatter
see Brent

and it brightens
your day because
he’s happy. He
has a perspective
on life that not
very many people
have.

”

Photo courtesy of Corey Christiansen
USU PROFESSOR AND ALUMN COREY CHRISTIANSEN spent three months organizing
the jazz trio group that will play at Why Sound Thursday night.

added bonus of the experience.
“With smaller venues, the
crowd can interact more with
the musicians than they can in
a large venue,” he said. “Anyone
attending these shows will get a
chance to enjoy incredible music,
and will also be able to enjoy a
connection with the performers.”
The Why Sound music venue
is also a recording studio and has

Bucket
From Page 3
minds.
“Even if it’s a side note, it’s still there,” she
said.
New issues have been more apparent as a
result of campaigns in the media, proving
to be an effective way to spread awareness
according to USU students and many young
adults in the nation,” said Vaughn.
The recent death of actor Robin Williams
resulted in a large media trend of awareness
and suicide prevention campaigns. Suicide

been housing shows for six years,
Linton said.
“We’ve had acts from all
around the world,” he said, naming popular groups such as We
Are Scientists and Neon Trees
as well as local Utah groups like
Mideau and Fictionist.
“Some of these bands are really good but are unknown to certain extent still,” Linton said.
“I’m not sure that Logan will

Awareness has been trending on social media platforms in recent months, particularly
on Twitter. World Suicide Prevention Day
was yesterday and is observed on Sept. 10
every year.
To Write Love on Her Arms is a non-profit movement that was founded in March of
2006 to promote the recovery and prevention of depression, self-harm and suicide.
Donations and the purchase of the “To Write
Love On Her Arms” t-shirt help the organization, and the group helps and acts as a bridge
for those who struggle with depression and
self-harm.
Social media campaigns for charity can
prove helpful but can also become misun-

ever be like New York or Chicago
when it comes to nightclubs,”
Christiansen said. “But we are
trying to provide the same level
as what people would experience
at those kinds of clubs.”
The concert will have two sets
at 7:30 p.m. and again at 9. Admission to the concert is $15 at
the door. The next concert in the
Corey Christiansen series will be
in October.

derstood.
Nalley said even the ALS Ice Bucket Challenge raised a lot of awareness, it also became the basis for a lot of pranks. He said
the campaign needs to be appropriate for
that particular cause.
“It just comes down to it being fun,” Nalley
said. “It needs to be accessible to the community.”
Vaughn said the campaigns are overall successful, even if they don’t go viral right away.
“They really do create the awareness that
people are looking for,” she said. “You should
just try to keep it fun and interesting.”
— sadiejherrera@aggiemail.usu.edu

App
From Page 3
ized if wanted. This process
is nice because it allows
you to become involved at
the level you decide. Once
you’ve voted on the bill you
will be alerted on whether
it passes or fails.
There are some criticisms against this app mainly about the level of detail
and how it is not enough.
Although it’s not as detailed as a political science
major would want, for the
rest of us it is great and
allows us to become involved. Additionally, when
you boil down the issues
to their basics, descriptions
tend to be blunt. If you’re
easily offended (and this
is for all ends of the political spectrum), I would say
skip this app. Others have

also said it is biased, but
the people who create this
app come from a variety of
political backgrounds and
make an effort to remove
any prejudice.
Overall, I would highly
recommend this app to
anyone who wants to take
an active role in politics
today. It turns wasted time
such as waiting for the bus
or sitting in a line into an
opportunity to make your
voice heard. Countable
can be downloaded on
both IOS and Android and
is one hundred percent
free.

— Riley Thompson is
a senior in marketing.
He enjoys everything
related to pop culture
and has a show on Aggie
Radio about the subject.
Email him at rileymcmurdiethompson@gmail.com.
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Aggies readying for Wake Forest Saturday
4By Logan Jones
sports editor

Utah State football hosts
Wake Forest Saturday in this
year’s White Out game. The
Aggies are 0-3 all-time against
teams from the Atlantic Coast
Conference, but aim to use
last week’s 40-20 home victory
over Idaho State University as
a foundation to build on the
remainder of the season.
“I think there were a lot of
good things coming out of
that game that we improved
on,” said Utah State head
coach Matt Wells. “Like I told
the players and our staff, college football is a hard sport
with a long year and you’ve got
to enjoy every win. We’re not
where we want to be or need
to be, but we’re going to keep
improving and keep climbing
that ladder as we go through
the fall.”
Utah State is currently 1-1
this season after falling to
Tennessee on the road in its
season opener. The Aggies
rebounded from the loss last
week against ISU, burning
the Bengals for 311 yards on
the ground and another 116
through the air. Wells says
the team expects to get better
every week, but he credits the
Aggies’ play against ISU as a
step in the right direction.
“Anytime you rush for that
many yards, you do some good
stuff,” he said.
In preparation for Wake Forest, Wells knows the Aggies

face stiff competition from the
visiting Demon Deacons.
“We’ve got a good Wake
Forest team coming in here,”
Wells said. “As I look ahead at
them, I see a big, strong, athletic defense. They have big
guys up front. The two inside
linebackers are very talented
players and the two corners
have played a lot of football,
playing since they were freshmen. All my buddies on the
East Coast who play these guys
every year say the corners are
legit, they’re good players. I
think their reputation is growing.”
Wells adds Wake Forest’s
freshman quarterback John
Wolford has played well in his
first two starts this year and
has a talented group of wideouts at his disposal.
“He’s probably got some
of those same qualities that
we’ve had in the true freshmen
quarterbacks we’ve started
since I’ve been here,” Wells
said. “He gives them the best
chance to win and is the best
quarterback in the program.
He’s played solid in two
games.”
Wolford has thrown for 388
yards (194.0 ypg) with two
touchdowns and four interceptions in his first two games
this season.
The Aggies continue to deal
with costly injuries, losing top
wideout Brandon Swindall for
the rest of the season due to

jSee FOOTBALL, Page 6

Kylee Larsen photo
UTAH STATE FOOTBALL gained 427 total yards against Idaho State last week. The Aggies will face Wake Forest this Saturday.

Women’s rugby

USU Women’s rugby opens season with 13-10 victory
4By Taylor Orton
staff writer

RaeLene Toribau photo
UTAH STATE WOMEN’S RUGBY beat Colorado Mesa University in its first match of the
season Saturday.

“A lot of people don’t seem
to think women’s rugby is a
real thing,” said sophomore
Hannah Wagner.
Wagner, president of Utah
State’s women’s rugby club,
hopes the club — which concluded its 2013 season with a
trip to compete for a National
Championship — continues
to gain notoriety this fall.
“I wish the student body
knew that we have an amazing
team,” said sophomore forward Madeline Jensen. “We
are always having fun. Anyone
is welcome to come play or
watch and we just love people
and having good times together.”
The Aggies are coming off of
a 13-10 win Saturday against
Colorado Mesa University, a
team they lost to by over 100
points last season.
“It literally was so exhilarating to get the W,” Jensen
said. “I just felt so proud and

accomplished of our team work together as a unit.”
and how well we played for
The challenge for the Aggie
our first game together as new rugby team now is to take
team. 100 percent great feel- these learning experiences
ing to get the
and
apply
W. There will
them to their
be more to
Madeline Jensen 2014 camcome.”
paign, which
sophomore
Wagner
Jensen states
added
the
is what they
win boosted
are aiming
the
team’s
for.
spirits and
“One of our
gave
them
goals I would
confidence
say is to alfor the rest of
ways
play
the season.
with 110 per“We need to
cent effort to
stick togeththe last miner as a team
ute, execute
and fight to
every single
the last minopportunity
ute,” Jensen
we have to
said. “We are
score or to
capable of so
make a tackmany things if we just put in le, then finally, make it to nathe effort. I think the fact that tionals again,” Jensen said.
we made it to nationals with
On the surface, Rugby may
such a little and new team was appear as a brutal and violent
a huge self confidence booster sport, but for Jensen it has
and it just shows what we really can accomplish when we jSee RUGBY, Page 6

is so awe“ Rugby
some because
it’s a game for
literally anyone.
You don’t needw
to be an expert
to play.
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Goodell’s message to NFL: just don’t get caught on tape
As soon as I say that, I’m the
bad guy: a terrible person for
feeling bad for someone who
beat his wife. I want to point
out I feel bad not for what he
got, but for what other players
didn’t get.
Many other professional athMum’s
letes have either committed or
the word been accused of similar crimes.
However, they are still playing
today.
That doesn’t make Ray Rice’s
or anyone elses actions right,
because they aren’t. Their actions deserve to be punished,
I want one thing to be abso- but they should all be punished
lutely clear. What Ray Rice did equally. Next time you think
was wrong. It shouldn’t have about chewing out Ray Rice for
happened and he was punished his awful crimes, take a look at
accordingly. The end result was who you cheer for on Sunday and
just — his contract terminated consider this — maybe they deand an indefinite suspension serve the same treatment you’re
from the National Football giving Rice, you just don’t realize
League. What isn’t right is how it.
inconsistent the NFL is in the
Julian Edelman, one of the
way it deals with suspending New England Patriots’ top wide
players.
receivers, was arrested in 2011
I may be the first to say it but I for indecent assault and battery
will. I feel bad for Ray Rice. What after allegedly groping a woman
he got was a fair sentence for at the club underneath her Halwhat he did. I feel bad because loween costume. I watched him
he was treated unfairly in com- catch six passes on Sunday.
parison with many others in the
Ben Roethlisberger, starting
quarterback for the Pittsburgh
NFL.

Kalen Taylor

Steelers, has been charged with
rape three times. He’s served a
few suspensions over the years
but still starts in the NFL today.
Adewale Ojomo was cut by
the Tennessee Titans following
his arrest for participation in a
prostitution ring. According to
the arrest report, Ojomo offered
an undercover officer money for
sex. The Dallas Cowboys recently signed him to their practice
squad.
Daryl Washington of the Arizona Cardinals was suspended
for one season after pleading to
guilty to aggravated assault of
his ex-girlfriend. One season, not
a lifetime ban or indefinite suspension, but one season.
Dez Bryant, Ray McDonald,
Ray Lewis, Eric Waldon and
Rolondo McClain all have similar stories. Hell, even Dallas Cowboys owner Jerry Jones has some
sexual assault issues following
him right now.
There are so many more issues
and stories to tell, I don’t have
enough space to write about
them. Look these things up and
see how fair you think the NFL is
when divvying out punishments.
What made the Ray Rice situation different? The video footage

suffering just as many repercussions from the attacks as
Janay Palmer, now the wife of
Ray Rice, is suffering.
The real difference in the cases is no real punishments were
given for the other players who
weren’t caught on tape. Many
were able to privately settle
their cases outside of court or
received a short suspension
and fine from the league. A
simple slap on the wrist and
then back out to the field, no
more questions asked.
Commissioner of the NFL,
Roger Goodell, has been extremely inconsistent in the way
he has dealt with off-field issues
in the league. What Goodell
did to Ray Rice likely ended
his career. When you look into
the discipline policy of the NFL
and all the players still playing,
something isn’t right.
MCT photo

is really the only thing that sets
this case apart from many of the
others. However, just because
something is caught on video
doesn’t mean it’s more real.
If I were to ask one of the other

Football

still continue to be formed
as the year goes on. You can’t
predict. Nobody sitting here
last year could have predictFrom Page 5
ed what was going to happen,
me included, with all the
a torn Achilles tendon. Swin- adversity we went through.
dall lead the team in 2013 Now we’re out three guys in
with six touchdown catches two outside linebackers and
and caught a team-high five a starting receiver. That’s
passes against Tennessee tough. It’s not good.”
But amid all the adversity
opening day.
The injury bug is nothing many Aggies have earned a
new to USU football, partic- chance to prove themselves.
“We’ve
ularly when
got
guys
key players
Matt Wells
stepping
are involved.
head coach
up all over
Wells
rethe place.
mains posThey’re goitive
the
ing to conAggies will
tinue to step
prove to be
up and play
resilient this
and
find
season and
ways
to
win
find
their
games.
This
identity.
business is
“Hopefully
about findwe can get
ing ways to
better as the
win. It’s fun
year
goes
and exciting to see who’s goon,” Wells said. “Hopefully ing to step up. You’ll know the
there’s progress made each identity of the team into Ocweek, but I’m not in the pre- tober and November. We’re
diction business, so I can’t tell not in midseason form right
you. I’d like for these games to now, it’s still early.”
turn out in a positive manner,
The Aggies will be wearing
we’re sure going to work that all white uniforms and helway. The team’s identity will mets Saturday, their third

“

Rugby
From Page 5

College football
is a hard sport
with a long year
and you’ve got to
enjoy every win.

”

victims if their assault was somehow lesser just because it wasn’t
caught on camera I’m sure they
would disagree. The fact of the
matter is these other things really did happen. The victims are

Kylee Larsen photo
CHUCKIE KEETON THROWS a pass in Saturday’s game
agasint ISU. Keeton threw for 116 yards and ran in a touchdown.

White Out game in as many
years. Wells hopes the special
night will make for an exceptional home-field advantage.
“We’re very appreciative
of the fans,” Wells said. “We
need another big crowd there
for the White Out Saturday
night. We’re the only Division

I game in the state Saturday
night. We need the whole
state there. Wear whatever
color you want to wear, just
come cheer on the Aggies. We
need to fill that thing up.”
— logantjones@aggiemail.
usu.edu

brought life changing opportunities.
“Rugby is so awesome because it’s a game for literally
anyone,” Jensen said. “You
don’t need to be an expert to
play, you just need to have
work ethic and strive to always want to become better.
It has brought countless great
memories to my life that I
would never have had the
opportunity to experience before. You make so many new
friends, meet so many new
people, you to travel all over,
you get to kiss boys and you
always have a good time!”
Even injuries have a hard
time keeping these girls away
from the sport. Madi Jefferies,
a senior from Fredericksburg,
Va., who suffered a torn ligament in her foot near the end
of last season, agrees and says
physical obstacles can’t keep
her away from the sport she
loves.
“I’ve played a lot of sports
and rugby is the greatest one
I’ve ever played,” Jefferies

— Kalen Taylor is a sophomore
double-majoring in Journalism and Spanish. He’s all about
football, basketball, tennis, hockey
and anything to do with sports.
Watch for him living the dream on
ESPN one day, and contact him at
kalentaylorusu@yahoo.com.
said. “It is a lot of fun on and
off the field and is universal.
Ruggers automatically have
camaraderie with others who
play and the sportsmanship
is on a whole other level. It
relieves stress, is challenging,
gives you an adrenaline rush
and when you make a great
tackle with no pads or score
a try with the support of your
team it’s the best feeling. I’m
a rugby addict, even with an
injury.”
Despite the club’s recent
success, USU women’s rugby
is still trying to overcome the
lack of support from the student body.
“One thing students need to
know is that anyone can come
play rugby,” Jefferies said.
“You don’t have to have any
previous knowledge to play
and can be any body type.
Come and watch a game and
see for yourself.”
The Aggies play next at Idaho State University on Sept.
21 and hold practices every
Tuesday and Thursday at 4:30
p.m. on the Legacy Fields.
— taylor.c.orton@aggiemail.
usu.edu
Twitter: @T_Orton1
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9/11 changed the world
We all remember 9/11. The
members of our editorial board
were in elementary school
when it happened. We remember when we found out and
the different ways we responded. At the time we might not
have understood the impact
that tragedy would have on us,
but our country will never be
the same.
We’ve experienced changes
in security. We’ve seen a shift
in the American public’s attitude toward other countries
and regions of the world, especially the Middle East. We’ve
noticed changes in the way media respond to and portray reality. We’ve witnessed people
searching for answers through
religion and philosophy. We’ve
noticed a change in ourselves.
Though tragedies in the
world are inevitable, each person affected responds differently. We do not know the way

for every person to overcome that time, but we hope it congrief generated by events such tinues to improve. There are
as these. Some heal by taking still people who don’t believe
action or trying to prevent sim- in equality or freedom. There
ilar occurrences in the future. are still people figuratively livOthers just need time, and as
ing with blinders
years pass, the
on to avoid harsh
pain fades. We do
realities and reagree the death
main oblivious to
of those who perAn
Editorial
Opinion
injustice.
ished in the 9/11
We hope peoattacks should not
ple here can see
be in vain.
The passing of those people what’s most important. We
and any whose lives have been hope we can eventually elimtaken at the will of another is inate ignorance among ourdevastating. The taking of their selves and our associates. We
lives was unjust and unfair, but are grateful for the freedoms
we also recognize we can’t wal- we enjoy as citizens of the
low in despair forever. When United States. We encourage
the actions of bad people continue to affect the living, their others to take advantage of the
power grows. We remember opportunities we have here,
with solemnity and respect such as voting, voicing opinwhat happened that day, and ions and sharing ideas.
Reflecting on the past can
we carry on. We believe the
world has progressed since help shape a better future.

Our View
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• All letters may be shortened,
edited or rejected for reasons
of good taste, redundancy or
volume of similar letters.
• 
No anonymous letters will
be published. Writers must
sign all letters and include
a phone number or e-mail
address as well as a student identification number

(none of which is published).
Letters will not be printed
without this verification.
• Letters can be hand delivered
or mailed to The Statesman
in the TSC, Room 311, or can
be emailed to:
statesmaneditor@
aggiemail.usu.edu.

Forum letters
PoBev should focus less
on singer-songwriters
To the editor:
The society for poets is dead.
Two weeks ago, I went to one of
my favorite traditions on campus,
the monthly PoBev. If you don’t
know what PoBev is, then crawl out
the pit you live in and be social. It’s
only the hottest event on campus.
Of all recurring events, it has been
USU’s most attended (that doesn’t
involve athletics). The idea is pretty
basic; students show up to hear other students or faculty recite poetry.
Unfortunately, USU is not known
for its poetry organizations, and it
was decided that performances
musicians would be allowed. And
just like Mormon crickets, the musicians took over. Now, I really like
live music; most people do. But
seldom do people like open mic
nights, except for the person performing and maybe the person,

Opinions on this page (columns,
letters) unless otherwise identified
are not from Utah Statesman staff,
but from a wide variety of members of the campus community
who have strong opinions, just like
you. This is an open forum. Want
to write something? Contact:
statesmaneditor@
aggiemail.usu.edu.

The staff
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To state it simply,
blaming a victim
for the actions of
another is never,
ever okay.

The page

Letters to
the editor

A cyclist is bik“She obviously tic abuse took to Twitter with
ing on a city
Manda Perkins has no self re- #WhyIStayed, sharing their stospect for stay- ries and the many reasons why
street. At this
ing with such a victims of abuse find it so diffitime, a driver
husband.” “The cult to get out of their situations.
looks
down
Asst.
Sometimes children or finanviolence must
to change the
news
not have been cial obligations are the reason.
radio
station,
editor
so severe if she’s But most often, people stay in
briefly
taking
stayed with him abusive relationships for emohis eyes off the
for so long.” tional reasons, namely fear,
road. The driver doesn’t see
“She’s stupid for shame and guilt. I argue, instead
the cyclist, who
defending him of questioning their statements
is crossing at a
now that the to probe for some sort of reacrosswalk, and
abuse has gone soning, let our energy and efforts be made to first, create safe
the two collide,
public.”
leaving the cyThis,
my spaces for such individuals that
clist with severe
friends, is prob- they may one day find peace
lematic. To state it simply, blam- and, second, bring abusers to
injuries. Who is at fault?
Here’s another scenario: a ing a victim for the actions of justice by focusing on their actions and not the victim’s. Indiner elects to eat at a restau- another is never, ever okay.
rant.The diner becomes very ill
So why does this happen? stead of pointing the giant meafter consuming the meal. Who Perhaps it’s easier to talk about dia finger at Palmer for staying
is at fault?
how a crime could’ve been pre- with her husband, let there be
If you decided to place fault vented instead of how horrible it unquestionable repercussions
on either the cyclist or the din- is that it was committed. Maybe for her husband and those who
er in these situations, you are it’s uncomfortable to discuss the abuse and continue to abuse
part of a societal phenomenon inevitable truth that there are their partners.
called “victim blaming.” It’s de- monsters living among us who
I want to reiterate that I do
fined exactly how it sounds: cause physical and emotion- not think victims of domestic vichoosing to find fault in a victim al pain, and in Rice’s case, get olence should stay in such partnerships; every
for the actions of an oppressor. away with it for
person deserves
When looking at our previous far too long.
There
are
scenarios, it’s fairly easy to say
Manda Perkins to be in a happy
and healthy relathe victims aren’t at fault; the many reasons
Asst. news editor
tionship without
driver failed to keep his eyes why a partner
fear. But blamon the road and the restaurant would stay in
ing a survivor
failed to provide sanitary service an abusive reof abuse for the
to its customer. But when ad- lationship. The
dressing situations of sexual and psychological
violence of a
domestic violence, a surprising repercussions
perpetrator is a
majority of people find the line of abuse are far
means to justify
less clear.
reaching and,
such violence.
Let’s say a woman is physical- sometimes, imIt’s an awful
ly abused by her romantic part- mobilizing. I am
practice which
ner. She decides to stay in the re- not condoning
puts the credibillationship and eventually marry domestic
ity of a survivor
viothat partner. Perhaps this wom- lence; although
in question and
an is the now wife of a famous Palmer has asked that her hus- gives power to those who comformer football player. Sound band not be subject to his pun- mit such crimes. This creates an
ishment, Rice deserves it for his atmosphere where those who
familiar?
There is blatant evidence crime. We should help all indi- speak out against violence are
Janay Palmer received physical viduals who seek refuge from shut down and invalidated. If
abuse from her now husband, abuse but should never let their we ever want to live in a world
Ray Rice, former running back choice to stay cloud the fact that where victims feel comfortable
for the Baltimore Ravens. It’s they are survivors of a crime; it is to speak out against their oppressors, the victim blaming
because of such evidence Rice in no way their fault.
Palmer’s situation is not isolat- needs to stop.
has been terminated from the
— Manda Perkins is a senior
team and banned indefinitely ed; there are countless women
majoring in journalism. She is a
from the league. What is almost and men who find themselves
not-so-closeted crazy cat lady
as horrific as the crime itself are in violent relationships and
and feminist. Please send comthe reactions I’ve seen on social choose, for at least some time,
ments to manda.perkins@hotto stay. In response to the media
media:
mail.com, knowing that sexist
“She chose to marry him attention of Palmer and Rice’s
comments are not appreciated.
knowing he was a violent man.” situation, survivors of domes-

Cole Benson | CLBtwentyone@gmail.com

Victim blaming unfair,
psychologically damaging

typically a female but not always,
the performer is trying to woo. And
that is why the most recent PoBev
could have been fooled for a Chris
Carrabba concert. Now, why do I
hate singer-songwriters? Because
there is so much acoustic garbage
in this world. Sure, maybe one or
two of them are “good” but the
bar to become a singer-songwriter
is low. Really low. Singer-songwriters really only need a guitar, a tape
recorder and a small audience and
then they have “made it”. So this
low bar allows anyone to become
one and when there is a plethora of
mediocre musicians, I leave PoBev
not wanting to return. Blerg. So,
event organizers of Poetry and a
Beverage: raise the bar. If you saw
someone last time that was just like
the rest of them, don’t give them
stage time. Give preference to poetry and then to other genres of
music. And students, put your neck
out there and improve the events
we have.
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Friday
Sunny

Thursday, Sept. 11
•
•
•

Nora Eccles Harrison Museum exhibit
‘Black Mountain College’ and ‘Relational
Forms’, display Enchanted Modernities
Better Notes = Better Grades presentation
at 10:30 a.m. in TSC 315A
Hawai’i Volleyball Tournament at 11:30
a.m.

•
•
•
•

Nora Eccles Harrison Museum exhibit
‘Black Mountain College’ and ‘Relational
Forms’, display Enchanted Modernities
CHaSS - An Aggie Legal Lecture at 2 p.m. in
the Haight Alumni Center
USU Diversity in Science SACNAS opening
social at 3 p.m. in the ESLC
Science Unwrapped at 7 p.m. in the ESLC

Saturday, Sept. 13
•
•

Big Ben Swing Dancing tryouts at 10 a.m. in HPER
room 215
Football game vs. Wake Forest at 5 p.m. in Romney Stadium

Monday, Sept. 14
•
•

Utah An Der Ruhr exhibit at 10 a.m. to 4
p.m. in the Chase Fine Arts Center 102
Health Professionals orientation at 6 p.m.
in the BNR
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Today is Thursday, Sept. 11, 2014. Today’s
issue of The Utah Statesman is published especially for Benjamin Gibbons, a junior majoring
in computer science with an emphasis in bioinformatics from Ogden, Utah.
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